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first, our successes ~ our raison d'etre

Congratulations to ..........

Rupert Newman and Observer Ian Collard
Going to press, so any further passes this month will be announced in the next issue.
This month sees part 2 of ‘Recruiting New Ride Leaders’. These are, of course, just the personal
views of one our least experienced members. If anyone else would like to share their tips for a
successful ride-out, please submit an article for publication next month. It would be most
welcome! Let’s try to keep the momentum going while the nice weather lasts.
If you do not intend to ever lead one, you won’t bother to read it, but then you will miss an
important part that you can still play.
Finding a Biker friendly café to head for is one of the most taxing aspects for a novice ride-out
leader. I know from experience. Do you know of a really good one? Ideally with enough room
for around 12 of us, a good selection of cakes, breakfast butties and, of course, Earl Grey tea ~
preferably with a solid (not pea-gravel) car park within 30 miles of The Jag club in Fenton Road.
If so, post them on our Facebook page please. Whether you are a future ride-out leader, or
definitely not, we all have something to contribute, we can all do our bit for the benefit of all
club members. Thank you in anticipation.
This month I finally published Paul Owens article on his last Thailand trip, and Bob Langford’s
Meme as, unfortunately, there wasn’t sufficient time, or room, to include them in the last two.
So, apologies to any other members who have suggested articles which have not been used yet.

Recruiting Rideout leaders

part 2

I find it odd that CWAM is all about training to pass your advanced test, to do your masters, to
be an Observer, to become National Observers etc. Yet there don’t appear to be any training
sessions for ride-out leaders, despite an apparent lack of them. I’m told that there were
sessions pre-Covid, but at present there are only guidelines, which are clearly not enough for
some members. This is my attempt to encourage a little bit of ‘training’ for this role.
I’m guessing that this is because at least half the members can’t understand what the fuss is
about. One well respected Observer was heard to say recently “It’s not exactly Rocket Science”
and for our Observers this is true as they have so many routes in their heads that they could,
figuratively speaking, run one with their eyes closed.
However, this article is aimed at those for whom it is still a big deal ~ rather daunting.
I know one very well respected member who passed his test back in 2019 and has since had the
experience of most Ride-outs. He wants to run one himself, but (to my amazement, despite his
experience) still has reservations. We have another young female rider, a rising star in the
group who was clearly ‘born-to-ride’ who wants to run a successful ride-out, but she too has
concerns about getting lost. (Don’t know who I mean? where have you been this last year?)
So, to continue ~ I’ll start by saying that I’ve never used a SAT NAV, always relying on maps.
To be fair, they are easy to use in a car, though not on a motorbike, but I never went far on it.
My son is the exact opposite; he is of that generation that was never taught map reading skills
and has never developed a sense of direction. I think he’s still not sure where Wales is!
We once went to an event in Boddington (South East of Southam), but he had set his SAT NAV,
as usual, without the slightest idea which way he was heading. There is apparently another
Boddington towards Birmingham ~ I tried to stop him heading North on the M40, but to no avail
~ we were very late arriving at our destination! So, although they are useful to get you back
home if you are lost, I am definitely not recommending their use by ride-out beginners. Let’s
leave the SAT NAVS and Garmin GPS’s to the experts, John, Roger et al. for now.
I personally didn’t want to do my first ride-out using the club’s excellent booking system. Why?
Because at the time I didn’t have any proper rain gear and even if I had, I would have been
sooooo much slower, in the wet, that it would have been a very mundane experience.
So, I decided to play safe and lead my first ride out on a Club Sunday.
It was a ‘no brainer’, as there is usually a short rideout anyway.
It’s normally short, as it starts after 10:00 and some want to get back for Sunday lunch.
There is already a ‘captive audience’ your readymade posse, if you like, whom it would be
difficult to disappoint, even if you make an odd mistake and things went a bit awry.
They are a bunch of friendly, forgiving, people who are already kitted up; with fingers crossed
that one of the Observers who isn’t allocated a FAR will take them to a café a few miles away.
This is perfect!
All you need is a good biker café within 30 miles of Fenton road and you are onto a winner!!
You may only actually need to lead them there, (an easy one-way trip) because on a Sunday
many will be happy to make their own way home. This just gets better and better!
Oh, “but what if the weather forecast looks bad”? Don’t panic ~ it hasn’t been announced by
Nick on email, so leave it until next time, and you’ll have another fortnight to get it perfected!
However, if the weather is set fair, you should announce it 2 or three days before, on our
Facebook page, as I did. That will not only make it ‘your official first ride-out’, but if you
leave it until the Sunday morning, you may well be pipped to the post.
It all seems to happen in secret ~ a bit like in ‘The Masons’ ~ the nod of a head, a wink, a shake
of a coffee cup and before you know it, the ride leader has been allocated and they’re off!

I was lucky that John Chivers was free to join my ride, his help and guidance was invaluable to
this novice leader. It is not an intuitive exercise; there are new things to learn that you may not
have thought of. For instance, how not to lose riders at junctions and roundabouts, how to
approach and leave 30mph zones etc. You should aim, as best you can, to run it as though it
was announced through the booking system, the only difference, as far as I have noticed, is that
on Club Sundays the leader doesn’t make an ‘official’ speech before hand, which some don’t feel
comfortable with anyway. If you are happy with a debriefing I’m sure many of our experienced
ride-out leaders will be only too pleased to give you some constructive feedback afterwards.
For your first time get help!!! Ask your Observer or anyone else that you know well with
enough experience. Can they advise you of an interesting 25 to 30 miles ‘biker’ route?
Try to avoid too many traffic lights, or right hand turns or junctions where you can lose riders.
Once you get everyone there, well fed and watered, they won’t care what happens, so for your
own satisfaction, work out your own route home and give them the option to follow you, or
make their own way back. Some will appreciate that.
To reiterate ~ I’m not trying to fill the Club Sundays with ride-outs, they will happen anyway.
The hope is that some of our first timers will then go on to run rides on the alternate weeks.

The main concern expressed to me was the fear of getting lost, so I’ll share
some of my experience in the hope that it may help.
I had decided to add some ‘fun’ country lanes to the start of the
route that Gareth Davies had kindly worked out for me. So
instead of turning right out of Fenton Road, I was going to head
left and then right at the end of the road, up Washbrook Lane
which leads to a myriad of twisty country roads, which could
work for you too, if your route is heading North or West. I then
worked out on Google maps a way back to the main road.
Using ‘street view’ for every junction, it was just like I had been
there before, as shown here.
I have a tank bag with a rainproof plastic wallet, so I was able
to print out my routes. (I think Nick Lilley still does this on some
of his routes too), but what form should these print-outs take?

Here’s what I came up with for the first
part of my journey. A simple diagram
representing whether to expect a ‘T’
junction or crossroads with only the
relevant town/village direction and
distance printed on it to save confusion.
OK, in this case it was mostly Fillongley,
but it may not have been.
This was designed and (with Mel hot on
my heels), proved to be very easy to
read at ?? miles per hour!
When I reached the Fillongley crossroads B4098, I stopped to swap my bits of paper around.
You are allowed to do that, as a first-time-ride-leader!

Here is the route to our café. This was re-written
from Gareth’s Google directions, which were way too
detailed. Still too much detail you will notice, but
most of it was only for emergencies. NOT to be

read whilst riding!
If you do need to check on a detail on your route,
stop at the next junction (just as you would if there
was lots of traffic) It will give you peace of mind that
you are going the right way and allow everyone to
catch up (well staggered), much to John’s delight!
I stopped after a set of Traffic Lights, to allow my
group to re-form. It didn’t spoil the ride at all.
If you look closely you’ll notice that I was lucky
enough to have a route which mainly followed the
A51 right to the end. It was sooooo easy!
Another obvious alternative, if you are changing
roads a lot is to just print each town in HUGE BOLD
LETTERS. Bear in mind though, as often happens,
for the best ‘biker’ route you may not want to take
the first turn off, to a particular town, so you’ll need
to come up with a clear way to indicate which one.
Here, finally, is the route which I worked out for the
return journey, which I was quite pleased with as it
was all new to me. Again you’ll notice that it is in a
different format, to experiment, but still relying
mainly on what signpost information to look for.
The turn off the A38 to Weedford was the only really
tricky junction to ‘mark’ for stragglers had there
been a large group, but I would have explained that.
I honestly thought that it was possible to devise a
full ride-out on a day when it was pouring down,
from the comfort of your computer desk in a nice
warm room, cup of coffee in hand.
WRONG!
You can do that, as I did, in the first instance, as a
plan, but Google Maps won’t have all the road works
marked and they can cause major problems for a
‘Rookie’ (Meriden, Kosha?). The experts will all tell
you that you must recce, (i.e. travel the route) as
close as possible to its planned execution. I came
across two sets of road works that would have
ruined mine, without Gareth’s local knowledge.
(This is not always foolproof, even Roger was once caught out by road works on a very narrow
steep lane that he had recce’d only two days before, but that is rare. It was fun for some!!!)
It would be a good idea, if possible, to have someone on the ride with you who also knows your
planned route. Try not to use them, but their very presence will fill you with confidence.
So, here’s to your very first successful ride-out as leader and the report that you will obviously
write for the Newsletter to help us all to benefit and grow from your experiences, good or bad.

Club Ride outs in June
eading
Roger Barratt Wed 1st
For June’s Wednesday ride out the destination
was the Old Shed café in Charlbury which is
well worth a visit. It’s part of a developing
farm and camping complex with plenty of
covered outside space and surrounded by
excellent biking roads, many with great views
of the rolling Oxfordshire countryside.
Despite the forecast of rain we had fourteen
bikes out which is a nice number, not too
difficult to keep together whilst giving you
plenty of different people to chat with.
The route down from the A46 Warwick Services
took us briefly onto the M40 then the old A41
(now B4100) to the Fosse Way, then over to
Kineton, Edgehill and Shenington. Dropping
down through the Sibfords to avoid Banbury
town centre we passed Rye Hill Golf Club to join
the A361 to Chipping Norton. From there we
picked up the road to Burford before doubling
back onto the fantastic B4437 into Charlbury.

Suitably refreshed with coffee and
food we took the same route back to
Chipping Norton then went through
Shipston and Wellesbourne back up
to the northbound A46 Warwick
Services.
It was a good flowing route without
much traffic until the last few miles
and all enjoyed in fine weather,
despite the forecast!

(Roger’s route maps could be useful for aspiring future ride out leaders. No-one took a photo of the spacious
café area, but I did outside, where most of us parked on the grass because of the dodgy pea-gravel car park
and my shiny new crash bars are almost overshadowing the resplendence of that ubiquitous Ducati.
Ed.)

Ian Collard 5th

the Ken Hubbard Memorial Ride Sun

It was a privilege to plan and lead a ride in memory of Ken, a true rider who had travelled to
places we can only dream of. After a quick chat with Sandy, it was decided that one of Ken’s
favorite places was Derbyshire and with that the planning started.
The weather forecast was manky for the entire week running up to the day and at 6.00am it
was throwing it down!! But although wet and cold, the weather wasn’t as bad as we’d all feared.
12 bikes left McD’s at Nuneaton at the
agreed time, and we headed for the A444
towards Acresford, then heading cross
country to Sudbury and Ashbourne. No
doubt something to do with the weather, or
the price of fuel (let’s not get into that!!)
but the roads were relatively quiet.
We stayed on the A515 out of Ashbourne
towards Buxton for our first stop at The
High Peak Bookstore and Café. There the
usual amounts of Coffee and cake were
consumed. We had also arranged to meet
Sandy here, as she was in the area doing
the Round Britain Rally, and although it was
a fleeting visit, it was great to see her.

We then set off on the A5270 towards
Tideswell, Hathersage and Chatsworth.
We didn’t have time to linger at the
weekend retreat, so headed off to our
second stop at Carsington Water.
More coffee and cake were consumed at
Carsington and once everyone was
suitably refreshed, and the parking was
paid, (Parking paid for motorcycles???
Ed.)
we headed off to Brailsford.
At Brailsford we joined the A52 toward
Derby, then the A38 towards Wiilington,
then heading to the Swarkestone
Causeway, then Ticknall and finally
Ashby de la Zouch.

The weather wasn’t half as bad as the forecast
suggested but I dare say there were a few bikes that
had an appointment with some soap and water in their
near future, especially Mr. Lilley on his shiny new bike!!
Thanks to all those that joined me for the ride,

especially Andy and Ian who tail ended and
controlled the middle of the group.
Definitely one to be repeated in better weather.
Ian Collard, 19.06.22

(Very handy, Biker friendly helmet stands

Ed.)

Dave Shakespeare Sun 19th
There’s no write up for this, sore bums ~ yes there were a few, but too few to mention
~ 300 miles ~ round mid-Wales in a day trip ~ but our new ‘Roving Reporter’ Richard
Taylor has kindly provided these photos and commentaries …

Elan Valley dam
muster. I missed a
few - there were 7
of us. Who drank
all the water?
Answer: Thirsty
Brummies.

Quiz time: What's
the IAM response to
meeting an artic full
of sheep on the
wrong side of the
road? This was on
one end of Devil's
Bridge.

Surely not another boy band
photo. Note the tidy 'one foot on
the pavement, one on the road'
stance. Devil's Bridge again.

Fantastic roads, but such tiny motorcycles.
(Is this another case of ~ " Father Ted: …OK, one last time. These are small… but the ones out there are far away. Small…
far away…" ?
Ed.)
Dave S leads the pack. Really haven't the faintest where - possibly near Llandovery........ see below
Richard did eventually find two of the locations on Google maps, here’s the location of the picture above
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/@52.1322523,3.7283088,3a,75y,124.06h,82.95t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sSCiMeN46DuOO4BuH_xjDog!2e0!7i16384!8i819
2
And here, one of the dams.
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Llyn+Brianne+Dam+%26+Reservoir/@52.1408409,3.7568307,13.71z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x486fb14fd1b99dc7:0xe61a376590398030!8m2!3d52.121314!4d3.7645648

AA box at Devil's Bridge. The youngsters
among us didn't know what it was for!

Roger Barratt Wed 22nd
A warm evening brought a record number
of 33 out for the annual Chip Run which is
now in its 10th year. It was nice to see
some new and some not so new faces! A
few older bikes out this time too.

(What a turnout! Nearly ready for the off!

Ed.)

The Mermaid Fish Bar deserves a mention as they coped well with the numbers and it
didn’t take too long for everyone to be fed so it allowed plenty of time to chat which is
always welcome.
th

(It was such a lovely evening, had there been motorbikes in the 16
century, the Bard might well have said of those who couldn’t make it ......
“And think themselves accurs'd they were not here,
And hold their manhoods cheap whiles any speaks
That rode with us upon this Chip Shop day”.
Ed.)

Given the numbers and the weather
we went on a simple route, down
through Stratford and Chipping
Campden to Moreton-in Marsh and
then back up the Fosse turning off at
Halford to go through Wellesbourne
before returning to Warwick. I had
promised a steady run at moderate
speeds and this meant some great
formation riding as we literally
“staggered” our way along the roads.
An impressive sight in my mirrors.
(And for John Chivers, who had made a special guest
appearance.)

I am looking forward to next year
already!
Roger

(Ditto to that Roger, from all of us

Ed.)

Club night

Wed 8th

First, as usual, there was the pleasant task of awarding our well deserved certificates.
Here, Phil Benger (right) receives his Advanced test F1RST from Observer Mike Searle.

There were but few of us, perhaps because of the absence of a guest speaker, but Mark
Lunt did a sterling job, showing us some of the videos on the FortNine YouTube channel.
Several of us were already familiar with FortNine, but it was useful to those who may
not spend so much time surfing YouTube. I would never have thought of referring to his
videos, as his language can be rather colourful and so might have been frowned upon by
the CWAM board of censors, but as Mark is on ‘said board’, it must be OK, so here’s a
typical example https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=doSDfIo61r0
I’d also like to mention the equally well populated MotoJitsu channel. No problem with
offensive language here, although familiarity with American vernacular helps.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YSvIwNhMgkw

Motorcycle Memes anyone?
To celebrate July’s Largest Female Bike Meet.
I did manage to find two that are not overtly sexist.

And this great ‘Member Meme’ was kindly sent in by Bob Langford.

His caption...

Early Triumph prototype unearthed during an archaeological dig at Meriden.

Paul Owens last Thailand Trip report
report

(Long overdue)

It was nearing the end of my last trip to
Thailand, so I decided to ride my Suzuki
650 V Strom up to the north east of the
country for my last big 4-day trip before
home.
I went first to Chang Khan which is a
historic town with a lot of old original
wooden buildings. It's right next to the
Mekong river and very scenic.
Then I planned to ride to Udon Thani which
is the first major city inside Issan.
There was quite a big group going from
Chiang Mai, but I don’t really enjoy group
riding in Thailand, as they tend to ride
really quickly and take a lot more chances
than I’m comfortable with, particularly
overtaking, lack of safety bubble et cetera.
So it’s easier to ride on my own, and when I rode to Chiang Khan it was only me and another
rider, with me leading the way. We did it in one day which is a long ride over 300 miles with no
motorways and very variable road surfaces.
Dehydration, as I have mentioned before, is a real issue (temperatures of well over 100F). I still
managed to get dehydrated, despite stopping every hour and fifteen minutes and drinking three
or four different types of electrolyte drinks. As a result, my riding actually slowed down by about
20 miles an hour for a substantial period, which I didn’t realise I was doing until the rider
following me told me.
During the journey I saw a lot of monks on main roads
travelling by foot, in the photo the one monk is walking in bare
feet.
They walk for hundreds of miles and the ground is so hot you
could fry eggs on it. I don’t know how they do it; it’s over 100
degrees in the afternoon here.

Many of the expats who l ride with
only want cheap accommodation on
the ride outs, so we are usually
paying less than £10 per room. But
what we got this time on arrival at
Chang Khan was really poor - no
bathroom, nowhere to hang clothes,
the bed was like concrete. and just
thin panels between you and the
next person, so I didn’t get a lot of
sleep to say the least.

The next day was a ride with the group, the rider next to me is 80 years old, an Australian guy
who is a really good rider and very quick.

We stopped at some phallic stones which are
quite famous in Thailand and has some of the
good views of the Mekong river and then
spent the night in Udon Thani.

For the return journey I decided on a solo ride back
to Chiang Mai.
I got up at 5:30am, as it’s a long way, but was
rewarded by the sight of monks collecting Alms in
the streets.

The woman in the picture who is being
blessed by a monk slept on the floor of the
car park at the hotel I was stopping at.
An interesting thing happened when I went
and bought some food from a stall for her.
She could have picked anything she
wanted, but she just picked two simple
dishes for less than £1.

I enjoyed the ride back to Chiang Mai, it was a really good
journey to put the IAM riding system into place and improve
my riding, as the roads are very challenging. They can vary
from being like a race track to being like a ploughed field but
are generally quieter.

They were very good roads to try quicker counter-steering and being smoother and aware of all
hazards such as water buffaloes on the road.

It took me about 7 1/2 hours which I was quite pleased with, as there were no issues.
I did another motorbike trip to Nan in the north-east again, stopping at one of the guy’s houses
who lives here, which was interesting and then did some bamboo rafting, which is really
challenging - no health and safety here
What the Thais do is take loads of alcohol on the raft, go down the river and drink so much they
can hardly walk, along with playing very music loud. (That could have been me, back in the day!
Ed.)
Also there were elephants about in the river, it’s actually really good fun.

I visited the historical city of Ayutthaya near Bangkok (it was the capital city in 1350) at one of
the temples a tree has grown round the head of Buddha, over thousands of years - amazing.

Despite having been bitten by a dog quite badly in Thailand,
I still involve myself with a dog charity for street dogs.
The charity try to feed and look after them and make sure
they are neutered etc, as they can be treated very badly in
Thailand, and gather in packs.
I’m now returned to England and adjusting to the great
weather and planning my next motorbike trip.
Paul Owen.

IAM

RoadSmart News
As usual the latest IAM RoadSmart News is here,
their tips and blogs are here
and their Facebook page is here.

CWAM

small print

For all future events check out the Diary page.
If anyone has news to share, tips to pass on, pictures for the gallery or items
for sale please mail me (newsletter@cwam.org.uk).
Your website - your news - your contributions!
To unsubscribe from the CWAM Newsletter please click here

CWAM

events in July

For the very latest up to date information click on this direct link to the events diary on
our website. Please note that it says “To view details of any event left click the text”

when
Sun 3rd
?:00 am

Wed 6th
7:30 pm
Sun 10th
9:00 am
Wed 13th
9:30 pm
Wed 13th
7:30 pm
Sun 17th
9:00 am
Sun 24th
9:00 am
Sun 24th
10:00 am
Sun 31st
?:00 am

what
Proposed Ride out

where
Still looking to fill all these summer
slots, but we are getting there!

Virtual Committee
Meeting

Zoom

CWAM Club Sunday

Please park sensibly/courteously at
Jaguar Cars Sports & Social Club,
Fenton Rd, CV5 9PS

Rutland Ride out to
Uppingham

Full details if you click on the web link
above and then on the event itself

CWAM Club night

For more details, please click on the
web link above and on the event itself
(The free raffle is not mentioned!)

Howard Biggs Ride out
to Oakham

Another proposed Ride out slot filled!
Full details if you click on the web link
above and then on the event itself

CWAM Club Sunday

Please park sensibly/courteously at
Jaguar Cars Sports & Social Club,
Fenton Rd, CV5 9PS

The World’s Largest
Female Biker Meet

Triumph Factory Visitor Experience,
Normandy Way, Hinckley LE10 3BZ

John Chivers leads a
Ride out to Haworth
and the Worth Valley

Yet another ‘proposed Ride out’ filled!
Details will be emailed nearer the time.

Extra photos
None this month, I managed to fit all of Paul’s into the appropriate place within the text,
albeit by severely reducing the size of some.

Spotted on Facebook this month ......
There was a cheeky little ride-out on the last Club Sunday of the month, but little more
information than these comments from Nick. It sounds as though it was a good stopping
off point in future, but no details of where it was, no post code, nothing.
I asked the question .... For future reference, The Stobart Truck Stop on the A5?
Unusually for our dynamic Facebook page, no response.
“Living the dream with CWAM at the Truck Stop near Crick. If lorry drivers were
recognised as the essential asset they are, there would be many more similar facilities
scattered across the road network. A good morning ride along some different roads,
thanks to Doug for leading”.

(Has anyone else noticed that a certain person is now even more ubiquitous on group photos than the Red Ducati?

Ed.)

